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Abstract. In template-based information extraction, a template is
described by a predefined set of slots that need to be filled with entities mentioned in a text. Compared to traditional relation extraction that aims at classifying binary relations involving a pair of entities only, template-based slot-filling is of higher complexity as interdependencies between slot-filler values need to be taken into account. To model these dependencies, we tackle the slot-filling task
as a joint inference problem and build on factorized distributions
as used in conditional random fields. Dependencies are often described by textual features only, but in some cases they are of semantic nature and not directly expressed in text. To exploit this potential, we propose the incorporation of semantic dependencies extracted from knowledge graphs into an information extraction model.
Dependencies are extracted from the variable bindings of queries executed over a knowledge graph and capture semantic soft constraints
that are weighted as part of model training. We evaluate our approach on five distantly supervised labeled datasets extracted from
Wikipedia/DBpedia and compare our approach to a most frequent
entity baseline as well as a purely textual model. We show that there
is an overall positive impact of integrating factual background knowledge in all datasets, yielding an improvement of up to 10 points in
F1 .

1

Introduction

Information extraction (IE) is a research field of natural language
processing which aims at extracting relevant information, e.g. key
facts, from a given text written in natural language. While most
work in the area of information extraction has been concerned with
extracting binary relations between two entities, we are concerned
with the problem of filling more complex structures comprising
multiple relations. In template-based IE, a template describes a set
of slots (or properties) that need to be filled with entities mentioned
in a text. Consider the following example:
Jack “Jacky” Miller is an English soccer player born 15 December 1977 in Scunthorpe, United Kingdom, now residing in
Berlin. He began his soccer career as a youth player for Scunthorpe
United.
Usually, each slot of the given template describes a certain aspect of the entity type in question, in this case key facts of a soccer
player. An example instantiation of such a template which is filled
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by information from the given example text is shown in Table 1. We
Table 1. Example IE-template with four slots (the resource type and three
properties) describing a soccer player.
slot

type

slot filler

resource
birthYear
birthPlace

SoccerPlayer
string
PopulatedPlace

team

SoccerClub

Jack Miller
”1977“
Scunthorpe
United Kingdom
Scunthorpe United

consider two types of slots: i) slots that require free text annotations
as slot-fillers (e.g. birthYear), and ii) slots that require entities of a
specific type as fillers (e.g. birthPlace). In the context of domain
specific templates, we assume that the assignments of values to slots
have mutual dependencies. This motivates us to frame the task of
template-based information extraction as a joint inference problem.
In order to model the task as a joint inference problem while remaining tractable, a promising approach is to rely on factorized distributions as used in conditional random fields (CRFs) [14]. CRFs
model the conditional probability distribution of a set of output variables, slot variables in our case, by decomposing the joint probability
into local factors ranging over a subset of these variables. Factors typically have a log-linear form over weighted sums of indicator functions as features. Such features are often linguistic e.g. describing the
textual dependencies between different slot-filler candidates [9, 20].
Besides linguistic features, there are also extra-linguistic or semantic features that can be used to describe dependencies between
slot-filler values. For instance, consider the slot-filler values from the
previous example in the birthPlace and team slots. There is a semantic dependency between the birth place of the player, Scunthorpe, and
its club, Scunthrope United, in the sense that there is some likelihood
that players will play for teams from the place they are born in. While
such semantic relations between entities are often not explicitly expressed textually (expecting certain knowledge of the reader), they
are usually contained in large knowledge graphs such as DBpedia
[1]. Therefore, we propose an approach in which semantic dependencies are extracted from knowledge graphs and incorporated into
an extraction model via indicator functions. A clear benefit of conditional random fields is that such indicator functions can be incorporated straightforwardly into the model. In our proposed approach, semantic dependencies are extracted from a knowledge graph via graph
queries where the bindings of these queries are turned into indicator
functions. As knowledge graphs consist of triples (h, r, t), queries
over a knowledge graph can be expressed via triple patterns involv-
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ing a number of query variables that need to be bound during the
query evaluation. For instance, the following query:
{Scunthorpe United ?r Scuntrhope} asks for relations ?r that exist between the entity Scunthorpe United and the entity Scunthorpe,
e.g. binding the variable ?r to the value hometown as a result of query
evaluation. The value hometown can then be used to describe the semantic relation between both entities via an indicator function computing binary features. A trained model will assign a learned weight
to such an indicator function describing the importance of individual semantic relations between slots. In this way, a model can learn
to prefer slot assignments to birthPlace and team for which certain
semantic relations hold.
In this work, we investigate the impact of incorporating such
semantic dependencies extracted from knowledge graphs into
template-based slot-filling models. We evaluate the model on
five datasets that have been automatically extracted by aligning
Wikipedia articles and their anchors with DBpedia info boxes.
We assess the impact of incorporating semantic features by comparing our approach to two baseline models: i) an approach that
chooses slot-filler values based on their frequency appearing in the
document, and ii) a baseline model relying on linguistic features,
only. Further, we evaluate the impact of the proposed queries in a
query-ablation study. The datasets and evaluation scripts are available under http://psink.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/
ecai-2019/dbpedia-ecai2019.zip. The source-code can
be found under https://github.com/hterhors/.

2

Related Work

Relation Extraction and Slot-Filling: The task of template-based
information extraction dates back to the early days of information extraction work in the context of the Message Understanding Conferences (MUC) [8]. Since then, information extraction tasks have received wide attention in the NLP community, leading to many shared
tasks such as the Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) Program [7]
which was introduced in 2004 as a successor of MUC. Since 2009,
several shared tasks on a wide range of relation extraction including
slot-filling and knowledge base population have been defined as part
of the Text Analysis Conference (TAC) [18]. In spite of the fact that
most of these tasks are formulated as template-based extraction tasks,
most of the developed systems reduce slot-filling problems to binary
relation classification, relying on i) linguistic features [9, 38, 35],
ii) matrix factorization techniques [27], iii) kernel-based approaches
[36, 5, 3, 21] , and, recently iv) neural networks e.g., LSTMs for
collective relation extraction per sentence [30], slot-filling and coldstart knowledge base population [28], but also for extracting relations
between entities across multiple sentences [22, 24].
Yet, there are a number of works that have relied on joint inference approaches to extract several variables or types of variables in
one joint model, such as the early work of Bunescu et al. on collective information extraction [2]. Our proposed approach relies on
conditional random fields to model the interaction between several
output variables, as proposed by Lafferty et al. [14]. Other frameworks supporting joint inference include for instance Markov logics
[26] and [23].
Distant Supervision for Datasets: With the advent of large collaboratively created knowledge bases such as DBpedia [1], there has
been an attempt to leverage such large knowledge bases to automatically label training data by projecting relations from these resources
into text documents. This so called distant supervision paradigm was

proposed in 2009 by Mintz et al. [20]. Along these lines, Hoffmann
et al. describe the alignment of Wikipedia articles and DBpedia info
boxes to create distantly supervised training data for binary relation
extraction [10]. Reschke et al. proposed an alignment of DBpedia
infoboxes with newspapers for generating a slot-filling data set [25].
Knowledge Graphs in Relation Extraction: Knowledge graphs
have been exploited in the context of relation extraction, mostly focusing on knowledge base completion or population [37, 15], and
query expansion [6]. Most recent works rely on embedding methods to encode the information in the graph into entity embeddings
that encode the topology of the graph. Weston et al. [33] for instance
learn to encode the interactions among entities and relations from the
knowledge base in a joint fashion by embedding knowledge graphs
and text into the same vector space. Context dependent knowledge
graph embeddings were proposed by Luo et al. [16]. They transform knowledge graphs into sequences of words, relying on common training methods such as CBOW and Skip Gram [19]. While
context is integrated by ignoring directions of relations, they use this
method for triple classification for knowledge base completion. Inspired by the work of Weston et al. (2013), Wang et al. propose to
embed text and knowledge graphs into separate vector spaces first
and then combine them in a third model [32]. Another way of exploiting a knowledge base was proposed by Wang et al. [31]. They
projected both known and new relations into the same relation-topic
space in order to generate more training instances.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no work directly encoding
knowledge graph relations as features into a probabilistic graphical
model as we propose. However, such models are especially suited for
incorporating such explicit knowledge as it can be directly integrated
into a model via indicator functions. We show in this work how such
indicator features can be instantiated directly from the bindings of
queries evaluated over the knowledge graph.

3
3.1

Methods
Conditional Random Fields

In this work, we frame the problem of extracting IE-templates consisting of a number of slot variables as a structured prediction problem [29] and rely on conditional random fields (CRFs) [14] to model
the (conditional) joint distribution of slot variables given the input
text. Probabilistic graphical models, especially CRFs, are widely applied machine learning models when dealing with computationally
expensive inference procedures.
Let ~
y denote the target structure of interest (e.g. a soccer player IEtemplate) in that each dimension corresponds to one slot that needs
to be filled (e.g. the birth year). Further, let ~
x denote a tokenized
input document d containing free text, where ~
xt corresponds to the
tth -token in d. The conditional probability of a specific assignment
of ~
y given the input document ~
x can be modeled as:
p(~
y |~
x; θ),

(1)

where the conditional probability is parameterized by a (learned)
parameter vector θ. The best slot-filling assignment for ~
y is found
through maximum a posteriori (MAP) inference:
~
y 0 = argmax p(~
y |~
x; θ).

(2)

y
~

Conditional random fields decompose this joint probability into a
factorized form consisting of local compatibility functions called factors defined over subsets of variables. The decomposition is typically
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Intra-textual Features: Intra-textual features rely on the linguistic and textual structure of a document as commonly used by information extraction systems in the context of NLP.

Figure 1. Example variable binding for query Q1 being evaluated on the
knowledge graph. The resulting triple h:h = U nited Kingdom,
:r = capital, :t = Londoni is used by indicator functions f ∅ (cf.
Equation (6)) and f ∈ (cf. Equation (7)) to compute features.

described by a factor graph [13, 12]. A factor graph is a bipartite
undirected graph G = (V, F ) consisting of a set of random variables V and factors F that are connected. The set of random variables is defined as the union of input and observed output variables
V =~
y ∪ ~x with ~
y ∩ ~x = ∅. A factor Ψ ∈ F is a non-negative realvalued function defined over a subset of random variables within its
scope λ = ~
yˆ ∪ ~x with ~
yˆ ⊆ ~
y and computes a scalar-score reflecting
the compatibility of assignments to its output variables:
Ψ(λ) → R≥0 with Ψ(λ) = exp(hf (λ), θi),

(3)

with f (·) representing a feature vector and θ a set of weight parameters shared between factors of the same type. In our case, we introduce factors defined for single variables as well as between pairs
of variables, so that the overall probability distribution p(~
y|~
x) can
explicitly be written as:
p(~
y |~x) =

1 Y 0
Ψ (yi , ~
x)
Z(~x)
yi ∈~
y

Y

Ψ00 (yi , yj , ~
x)

(4)

yj ∈~
y \yi

with Z(~
x) denoting the partition function, Ψ0 (·), Ψ00 (·) denoting factors to single variables and pairs of variables, respectively.
Inference and Parameter Update: We approximate the posterior distribution by performing Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling.
Proposal states are generated via Gibbs sampling [4], that is applying atomic changes to the IE-templates. An atomic change is defined
as either deleting, changing or adding a slot-filler variable for a single slot. The unrolling of factors over the input is performed using
imperatively defined factor graphs as proposed by McCallum et al.
[17]. During training, parameter updates are performed with SampleRank [34], which is an online algorithm that learns preferences
over hypotheses from gradients between atomic changes. As inference in factor graphs is NP-hard, we limit our search exploration to a
fixed maximum number of sampling steps which in that sense limits
the runtime to a constant factor. Exact runtime is highly affected by
the computation of features, that is mainly querying the knowledge
graph.

• We capture the local context around entities that are used as slotfillers in form of n-grams, ranging from one to three tokens around
the entity in question.
• Sentence distance features measure whether the slot-filler entities of a template are co-located within the same sentence or rather
distributed over the document. The feature measures the pairwise
distance between all entities.
• Entity surface forms describe the surface form of the entity in
question via n-gram features.
• Common slot-filler entity type priors capturing the prior probability of a given slot filler.
• The linguistic context between slot-filler entities is described
via n-grams appearing in the text between two slot-fillers, ranging
from one to three tokens.
• We capture the IE-template coverage by indicating whether a slot
or slot pair is empty. For multi value slots, we also indicate the
general number of slot-filler entities per individual slot.
Semantic Dependency Features: The main contribution of this
work is the integration of background knowledge that captures semantic relations between entities that are not linguistically expressed.
This class of features is based on results from evaluating a query
on a knowledge graph containing factual background knowledge. A
knowledge graph G stores information in form of triples (h, r, t) ∈
I × R × {I ∪ L}, where I is the set of available resources, R is
the set of relations, and L is the set of literal values. Thus, each triple
(h, r, t) ∈ G is a composition of the head (or subject) h ∈ I, the
tail (or object) t ∈ I ∪ L, and the relation (or predicate) r ∈ R between h and t. Knowledge is accessible via triple queries, consisting
of triple patterns featuring constants denoted by :x and query variables ?x that need to be bound as a result of the query evaluation.
For example, the evaluation of {:Scunthorpe ?r :United Kingdom},
that is eval({:Scunthorpe ?r :United Kingdom}) is a set of relations
p ∈ P that ?r can be bound to and that connect Scunthorpe with
United Kingdom in the knowledge graph.
In this work, queries were designed to capture meaningful relations between two entities in the knowledge graph while limiting
search complexity and reducing feature sparsity. Thus, we limit the
query design to consider a maximum of two possible relations connecting entities in the knowledge graph. While the 1-hop queries represent a direct connection between entities in the knowledge graph,
2-hop queries take an intermediate entity into account. We assume
that two relations are sufficient to capture typical relations of two entities while arbitrarily complex queries (e.g. multi-hop or complex
tree-structured relations) would rather lead to overfitting, exponentially increase the search space and induce feature sparsity. This leads
to the design of the following four queries to access factual background knowledge from the knowledge graph:
1. Undirected-1-hop-relation:
Q1 (e1 , e2 ) = {:h ?r :t} ∪ {:t ?r :h}

3.2

Features

All features are modeled as binary indicator functions. We distinguish between intra-textual features and semantic dependency features, where the latter capture the semantic dependencies extracted
from a knowledge graph.

(5)

Given a pair of slots hsi , sj i, and corresponding slot-filler entities
ê ∈ si and e0 ∈ sj , the query is built by binding ê to the head position :h and e0 to the tail position :t. The query becomes undirected
by the union of an expression with switched head/tail positions.
When evaluating the query on the knowledge graph, relations between :h and :r are bound to the variable ?r resulting in a set of
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Figure 2. Example variable binding for query Q2 assuming there is no
direct relation between U nited Kingdom and London in the knowledge
graph. The resulting tuple: h:h = U nited Kingdom, :r1 = legislature,
:o = P arliament of the U K, :r2 = location, :t = Londoni is used
by indicator functions f ∅ (cf. Equation (6)) and f ∈ (cf. Equation (9)) to
compute features.

Figure 3. Example variable binding for query Q3 . The resulting set of
head bindings {?h = SoccerP layer1 , ?h = Singer1 , ?h = Singer2 } is
used by the indicator function f ∅ (cf.Equation (11).

existing 1-hop-relations between ê and e0 . This query is built for
entities coming from either the same slot (that is i = j, in case
of multi value slots), or from different slots (that is i 6= j). Based
on the result set of this query, we use the following two indicator
functions to compute features:
(
1 iff eval(Q(ê, e0 )) 6= ∅
∅
0
fsi ,sj (ê, e ) =
(6)
0 else
and
fs1-hop
(ê, e0 , p)
i ,sj

(
1 iff p ∈ eval(Q(ê, e0 ))
=
.
0 else

(7)

Figure 1 shows an example of two entities coming from the same
slot si = sj = birthP lace. In the built query, United Kingdom
is bound to :h and London is bound to :t. The indicator function
in Equation (6) returns true if the query result is not empty, that
is any relation exists between ê and e0 . The indicator function in
Equation (7) is instantiated for each relation p that is bound to ?r.
Our general intuition behind this query is that entities of a correct slot-filling show further relations in the knowledge graph,
while wrongly assigned entities do not. For example, a person
can be born in the United Kingdom and in London, but not in
the United Kingdom and in Berlin. Thus, relations that connect
United Kingdom with London e.g. capital or location can be seen
as indicators of a correct pair of slot filler entities.
2. Undirected-2-hop-relation:
Q2 (ê, e0 ) = ∃o{:h ?r1 o ∧ o ?r2 :t} ∪ {:t ?r1 o ∧ o ?r2 :h} (8)

Figure 4. Example variable binding for query Q4 . The resulting tuple
h?r1 = London F.C., ?r2 = U nited Kingdomi is used by the indicator
functions in Equation (6), (9), and (13).

The second query type is an extension of the first allowing an extra
hop connecting two entities through an intermediate entity. Two
entities ê ∈ si and e0 ∈ sj (cf. Q1 ), are bound to the head :h and
tail :t positions, respectively. Evaluating the query on the knowledge graph results in a threesome of bindings. The intermediate
entity is bound to ?o while the two-hop-relations are bound to ?r1
and ?r2 , respectively, thus connecting :h with :t through ?o.
This query is designed to overcome the lack of completeness in
knowledge graphs. For instance, under the assumption that there
is no direct relation between London and United Kingdom in the
knowledge graph, two entities ê and e0 can be related via a twohop-relation.
Figure 2 depicts such a two-hop-relation: United Kingdom →
legislature → Parliament of the United Kingdom → location →
London. To compute features, we rely on the indicator functions
from Equation (6) and the following Equation (9):
(
fs2-hop
(ê, e0 , p1 , p2 )
i ,sj

=

1 iff hp1 , p2 i ∈ eval(Q(ê, e0 ))
. (9)
0 else

3. Tail Plausibility:
Q3 (e, s) = ∃h{h :r :t}

(10)

The third type of query is parameterized with a single entity e ∈ s
and its slot s. In this query, we bind e to the tail position :t and s to
the relation :r. The evaluation of Q3 results in a set of alternative
head entities bound to ?h that have the same slot-entity (relationtail) pair.
The intuition behind this feature is to measure the plausibility of
the entity e in question as being in the tail position of a specific
relation. The query returns alternative heads that have the same
:tail; if the query returns a binding at all, this means that the tail e
appears at least once more in the tail position of r in the knowledge
base, thus being a plausible candidate.
An example is depicted in Figure 3, here the slot birthPlace is
bound to :r and the slot-filling entity London is bound to :t. The
evaluation of this query our example knowledge graph results in
the set of alternative head entities e.g. SoccerP layer1 , Singer1 ,
and Singer2 . We compute features using the indicator function
from Equation (11), simply checking whether other head-entities
for that specific slot–slot-filler pair exist or not.
(
1 iff eval(Q(e, p)) 6= ∅
∅
fs (e, p) =
.
(11)
0 else
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4. V-relation:
Q4 (ê, e0 ) = ∃o{:h ?r1 o ∧ :t ?r2 o}

(12)

The V-relation query is parameterized with two entities ê ∈ si
and e0 ∈ sj (cf. Q1 ). Different to Q1 and Q2 , in Q4 both entities ê and e0 are bound to head positions which are connected by
two relations ?r1 and ?r2 through an intermediate variable entity
?o defining a v-structure. The evaluation of the query binds relations in the knowledge graph to ?r1 and ?r2 , respectively, if both
relations are connected to the same intermediate entity.
An example of a variable binding for this query is depicted in
Figure 4. Here, the two entities coming from different slots si =
team and sj = birthP lace are ê = London F.C. ∈ team and
e0 = U nited Kingdom ∈ birthP lace. The evaluation of this
query on the knowledge graph binds the relation location to ?r1
and capital to ?r2 , with an intermediate entity London.
Features for this type of query are computed by the indicator functions from Equation (6), (9) and the following indicator function
(13):
(
∧ p1 = p2
1 iff fs2-hop
i ,sj
(13)
fs=i ,sj (ê, e0 , p1 , p2 ) =
0 else
With these indicator functions, three types of features are computed: i) the first feature is true if the query result is not empty (cf.
Equation (6)), ii) the second feature is true for a particular choice
of values bound to ?r1 and ?r2 (cf. Equation (9)), and iii) the third
feature is true when both relations returned are equal (cf. Equation
(13)).

4

Experiments

We evaluate our approach to incorporating semantic dependencies
extracted from knowledge graphs into template-based IE models on
five domain specific datasets whose generation is described in the
following.
Table 2. Performance of an approach that randomly fills slots based on the
set of annotations that is generated by the symbolic entity annotation
method. The last row (max) shows the maximum recall that can be reached
by a system that relies on the set of annotations. *Architecture for
A RCHITECTURAL S TRUCTURE
Random Slot Filling

4.1

Dataset

prec.

rec.

F1

max

S OCCER P LAYER
F ILM
S INGLE
A RCHITECTURE *
DAM

0.19
0.02
0.02
0.09
0.13

0.14
0.02
0.02
0.10
0.12

0.16
0.02
0.02
0.09
0.13

0.93
0.99
0.98
0.98
0.99

Datasets and IE-template Definition

In the following, we briefly describe the extraction procedure for
the datasets that we use throughout our experiments. We have used
Wikipedia together with the DBpedia knowledge graph as they are
strongly aligned with DBpedia being populated from the info boxes
from Wikipedia. The info boxes themselves have not been used during training in our experiments but only to create the ground truth.
Showing the impact of using knowledge graph derived features in
information extraction requires a minimum alignment between the

templates the IE system is supposed to extract and the entities mentioned in the text on the one hand and the relations and entities defined in the knowledge graph on the other hand. If the coverage of
the knowledge graph and the text collection is low, the semantic
dependencies extracted from the knowledge graph will hardly have
any impact and in the extreme case no impact at all, with the pure
intra-textual model as fallback.2 To be able to show the impact and
relevance of a well aligned knowledge base, we rely on the distant
supervision paradigm to generate a number of datasets by aligning
Wikipedia articles with DBpedia infoboxes following the methodology proposed by Reschke et al. [25]. The alignment searches for
entities (anchors) and text mentions (literal values) in the article that
are also annotated in the corresponding info box. Each dataset contains only resources from the same entity type e.g. SoccerPlayer and
a set of annotatable slots based on an existing alignment. The coverage of an entity type with respect to a given set of properties denotes
the number of resources for which all the properties could be successfully aligned. To find the datasets with the largest coverage, we
performed an exhaustive search over all entity types that are listed in
the DBpedia ontology.
Following this strategy, we selected five entity types that provide a high coverage of slots being filled throughout all resources3 :
i) dbr:SoccerPlayer (2338, 1176), ii) dbr:Film (1000, 6596), iii)
dbr:Single (1000, 2128), iv) dbr:ArchitecturalStructure (527, 2701),
and v) dbr:Dam (491, 2433).4 Each training data point consists of
exactly one distantly annotated IE-template and a corresponding full
text Wikipedia article (without anchors). Detailed statistics for each
dataset are given in Table 4, including the relevant slots, their types,
and the number of potential slot-filler candidates for each slot.
Example S OCCER P LAYER Dataset: For the purpose of a running example, we present a detailed description of the S OCCER P LAYER-dataset. The slot-filling task is defined over six slots that
need to be predicted which are either multi-value (mv) or singlevalue (sv) slots, and of either entity type (et) or literal type (lt): birthPlace (mv, et), birthYear (sv, lt), deathYear (sv, lt), position (sv, et),
team (mv, et), and resource (sv, et). Slot-filler candidates for individual slots i.e. instances of different types such as PopulatedPlace for
the birthPlace slot are specified in a corresponding ontology which
has been automatically extracted from the DBpedia ontology. Slot
filler candidates are extracted from the ranges of corresponding object properties, yielding 4905 soccer players5 , 4359 soccer clubs,
2314 places, and 14 playing positions.

4.2

Experimental Settings

We rely on a number of heuristics that are based on lexical matches in
order to project entity annotations into the documents. Literal values
are extracted via a set of regular expressions for each type of value.
Further, all triples from the knowledge graph that are used to create
the distantly supervised data are removed from the knowledge graph
to prevent our system from using this knowledge.
2
3

4
5

We have not used other datasets such as MUC or ACE as they are not
strongly aligned with a particular knowledge graph.
The first number in brackets indicates the count of resources (documents)
in the dataset and the second number shows the average character based
document length.
dbr: http://dbpedia.org/resource/
Note that there are 4905 soccer player resources but only 2338 have a high
coverage of slots being filled by entities mentioned in the text.
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Table 3. Comparison of the evaluation results between the baseline model, the intra-textual model and the intra-textual + semantic dependencies model.
Results are averaged over three runs with a random 80/20 split. A RCHITECTURE short for A RCHITECTURAL S TRUCTURE.

Baseline

Intra-textual Model

Intra-textual + SD Model

Dataset

prec.

rec.

F1

prec.

rec.

F1

prec.

rec.

F1

S OCCER P LAYER
F ILM
S INGLE
A RCHITECTURE∗
DAM

0.35
0.09
0.11
0.25
0.39

0.31
0.09
0.12
0.28
0.42

0.33
0.09
0.11
0.26
0.40

0.82
0.63
0.62
0.76
0.80

0.77
0.65
0.64
0.68
0.66

0.79
0.64
0.61
0.71
0.72

0.91
0.63
0.70
0.77
0.80

0.88
0.66
0.79
0.69
0.68

0.89
0.64
0.74
0.73
0.73

Average

0.24

0.24

0.24

0.72

0.67

0.70

0.76

0.74

0.75

Table 4. Overview of the datasets. The table shows for each dataset the list
of slots, their cardinality type, their filler type, and the number of possible
values for each slot. Note that slots of type literal do not have a pre defined
number of fillers as their values are theoretically arbitrary.
Dataset

Cardinality

Type

Values

single
multi
single
single
single
multi

entity
entity
literal
literal
entity
entity

4,905
2,314
n/a
n/a
14
4,359

single
multi
multi
multi
multi
multi
multi

entity
entity
entity
entity
entity
entity
entity

5,405
3,347
5,452
5,452
9,452
731
1,936

single
multi
multi
multi
multi
multi
multi

entity
entity
entity
entity
entity
entity
entity

17,881
7,001
4,791
4,791
10,090
4,185
548

entity
entity
entity
entity
literal
literal

530
356
70
408
n/a
n/a

S OCCER P LAYER
resource
birthPlace
birthYear
deathYear
position
team
F ILM
resource
producer
director
writer
starring
musicComposer
distributor
S INGLE
resource
writer
musicalBand
musicalArtist
album
producer
genre

A RCHITECTURAL S TRUCTURE
resource
architect
architecturalStyle
location
openingYear
yearOfConstruction

single
multi
multi
multi
single
multi

DAM
resource
river
country
location
status
openingYear
buildingStartYear

single
multi
multi
multi
single
multi
multi

entity
entity
entity
entity
literal
literal
literal

502
370
74
601
n/a
n/a
n/a

Evaluation Protocol: In our experiments, the datasets were randomly split into 80% for training and 20% for testing. We ran each
experiment three times, reporting the averaged harmonic macro F1 ,
2tp
defined as F1 = 2tp+f
. A true positive (tp) is defined as a slotp+f n
value pair that was correctly predicted by our system, a false positive
(fp) is defined as a slot-value pair that was predicted by our system
but does not exist in the gold template, a false negative (fn) is defined
as a slot-value pair that is in the gold template but was not predicted
by our system. Note that the goal is always to find the correct entity
type(s) (not a specific annotation) for each slot if they exist, otherwise assign Null. Further, correctly predicting a Null-value does not
count as true positive, while wrongly predicting a Null-value indeed
counts as false negative.

4.3

Experimental Results

In the main experiments, we compare two models i.e. the intratextual model (IT) and the intra-textual + semantic dependencies
model (IT+SD) against each other as well as against a baseline approach that selects slot-fillers based on the highest frequency of entity
occurrence in the document. The IT model relies solely on linguistic
and textual features, while the IT+SD model additionally incorporates the features based on the results of knowledge graph queries as
described in Section 3.2. Results for these models are presented in
Table 3.
Baseline Performance: The results of the baseline approach
show moderate performances of 0.33 F1 , 0.26 F1 , and 0.40 F1 for
the dataset S OCCER P LAYER, A RCHITECTURAL S TRUCTURE, and
DAM, respectively. The performances for the datasets F ILM, and
S INGLE are comparatively low with 0.09 F1 , 0.11 F1 , respectively.
The low results are likely due to the fact that full text articles describing films and singles generally have a higher variety of slot-filling
candidates, which is apparent from the statistics depicted in Table 2.
Intra-textual Model Performance: When comparing the baseline with the intra-textual model, we notice a huge increase in precision, recall and F1 . The increase ranges from 47 point to 51 points
in precision for the datasets S OCCER P LAYER and S INGLE, respectively. Considering the recall, the increase ranges from 22 points to
52 points for the datasets DAM and S INGLE. The general observation
here is that datasets that already have a moderate performance in the
baseline benefit less from textual features compared to datasets with
low baseline performances. The highest performance is achieved on
the S OCCER P LAYER-dataset with 0.79 in F1 . One can argue that
when considering the average document length, which is lowest for
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soccer players, a low variety in linguistic expressions favors the intratextual model. However, this schema can not be necessarily observed
on other datasets. All in all, the intra-textual model performs well
overall, which shows that capturing linguistic structures is a useful
(baseline) approach for the slot-filling problem in all tested domains,
independent of their average document length.
Intra-textual + Semantic Dependencies Model Performance:
Adding background knowledge on top of the intra-textual model further improves the performance in almost all datasets. The highest improvement is observed for the S INGLE and S OCCER P LAYER datasets
with 8 and 9 points in precision, and 11 and 15 points in recall.
Considering the already high performance of the IT model, moderate improvement is yielded for the datatsets A RCHITECTURAL S TRUCTRUE and DAM with 1 and 2 points in F1 , while only a small
improvement is observed for the F ILM dataset with 1 point in recall. Overall, the experiments show promising results for integrating
background knowledge on almost all datasets. Despite our initial intuition, we observed that semantic dependency features have a higher
impact on recall rather than on precision. Considering the little improvement on the F ILM dataset, we can think of three reasons: i)
background knowledge was only insufficiently available for capturing dependencies between the required entities, ii) dependencies between specific entity types are more complex and could not be captured by our proposed queries, or iii) dependencies between some
entities of a specific type might not be generalizable. For instance,
dependencies between entities that are constant such as places, locations and countries are more reliable than those that change over
time, e.g. properties between persons. We leave a more detailed investigation of this for future work. A positive outcome is that incorporating semantic dependencies in no case harms the performance of
the model.

4.4

Query Ablation Study

We examine the impact of the proposed query types in a query ablation study. We chose a leave-out study design i.e. removing a single
query type from the set of queries. Similar to the first experiments,
we report the mean of three runs with a random 80/20 split, each averaged over all datasets. Results are reported in Table 5 as average
precision, recall and F1 over all datasets. The ablation study shows
Table 5.

Evaluation results of the query ablation study averaged over all
datasets.
Model
Lin+BK
Lin+BK - Q1
Lin+BK - Q2
Lin+BK - Q3
Lin+BK - Q4

precision

recall

F1

0.76
0.75
0.74
0.76
0.77

0.74
0.73
0.70
0.73
0.73

0.75
0.74
0.72
0.74
0.75

that the biggest loss of 3 points in F1 -score is yielded when removing
the second query (Q2 ), which searches the knowledge base for twohop connections between two slot-filler values. The loss is composed
of 2 points in precision and 4 points in recall. When removing Q1 ,
wee see a slight drop in precision and recall by 1 point. Similar to Q2 ,
this query searches for direct connections of two slot-filler values. Q3
creates very general features that capture whether an assigned entity
is usually used as slot-filler value for the given slot in the knowledge graph. Removing Q3 results in a loss by 1 point in recall while

the precision remains. Q4 captures the semantics of two slot-types
given their slot-filler values. When removing this query, we observe
a slight drop in recall of 1 point, while the precision increases of 1
point. The results show that the highest impact is achieved when integrating one- or two-hop relations between slot-filler values. Nonetheless, the rather little impact of individual queries further shows that
a diverse range of queries is beneficial to model semantic relations
properly. Future work should consider the impact of using complex
queries e.g. increasing the number of possible hops.

5

Conclusion

We investigated the impact of incorporating background knowledge
from knowledge graphs into template-based information extraction.
We tackled the slot-filling task as a joint inference problem that enables a holistic view on the slot-filling variables within each template
during training. Our proposed method is based on querying a knowledge graph with specifically designed triple queries. The results of
such queries are used by indicator functions to compute features, capturing semantic relations between slot-filler entities. This approach is
motivated by the fact that such semantic relations are often not explicitly expressed in text, but exist e.g. in knowledge graphs.
In our experiments, we showed that integrating background
knowledge outperforms a strong baseline model that relies solely on
linguistic features by up to 10 points in F1 . This is a remarkable improvement.
In a query ablation study, we investigated the impact of the proposed queries and showed that the most impact is achieved with
queries that capture two-hop dependencies between slot-filler values. Generally, it seems beneficial to include a rather diverse set of
queries which highlights the need to emphasize query design.
It is possible that the very strong results obtained depend on the
fact that corpus and knowledge graph are strongly aligned. Weaker
results might be obtained in case that there is a looser connection
between corpus and knowledge graph. However, our work clearly
shows the potential improvements in information extraction tasks
provided we have high quality and wide coverage knowledge graphs
that cover and are well aligned with the content and entities in the
text collection. One might argue that the need for such an alignment
is an assumption that limits the applicability of our method. Our take
on this is different. Currently, we have knowledge graphs that are
domain-independent and cover prominent or frequent entities only.
In fact, recent work has shown that current knowledge graphs are biased to frequent entities and thus do not account for entities on the
long tail of the frequency distribution very well [11]. As a community, we thus need to invest in the creation of domain-specific knowledge graphs that cover the terminology and the entities in a specific
domain, e.g. medicine, finance, tourism, etc. Only if we have sufficient coverage in specific domains can the approach described here
unfold its impact. In future work, we will investigate how to encode
the knowledge in a knowledge graph such that deep learning based
IE models can also profit from this knowledge.
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